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Finite and infinite planning hor4zon Markov decision problems are formulated for a 
class of jump processes with general state and action spaces and controls which are 
measurable functions on the time axis taking vaiues in an appropriate met&able vector 
space. For the finite horizon problem, the maximum expected reward is the unique solu- 
tion, which exists, of 2r certain differential equation and is a strongly continuous function 
in the space of upper semi-continuous functions. A necessary and sufficient con5tion is 
provided for an admissible control to be optimal, and a sufficient condition is proWed 
for the existeiic; of a measurable optimal policy. For the infinite horizon prob’lem, 41e 
maximum expected total reward is the fixed point of a certain operator on the space (Jf 
upper semi-continuous functions. A stationary policy is optimal over al! ‘aeasurable poli- 
cies in the transient and discounted cases a*; well as, with certain added conditions, in rhe 
positive an2 negative cases. 
--- 
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1 
1 _. Markoq: procesres stochastic ontrol ) dynamic programming 
This paper is concerned with the optim(a1 control of’ a Markov jum 
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The controlled jump process is formulated i;l Section 2. The controls 
or policies are measurable functions on the time axis taking values in an 
appropriate metrizable vector space. In a fashion similar to [ 131, this 
paper imposes conditions in the definition of tihe jump process which 
serve to guarantee the existence of optimal policies and the maximum 
expected reward. In particular, this paper is concerned with the exist- 
ence of unique solutions to various differential equations. With more 
general conditions it would still be possible, for example, to obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a policy ta be optimal, but this 
point of view is not taken in this paper. 
In Section 3 a Markov process corresponding to each admissible policy 
shown to exist. In Section 4 the rewards are defined, and the expected 
reward corresponding to an admissible policy is shown to be the unique 
n, which exists, of a certain differential equation. In Section 5 
rkov decision problem is defined, and, whai is .perhaps the main 
of #his paper, the maximum expected reward is shown to be the 
unique stcrongly continuous olution, which exists, of a certain differ- 
ntiatl equation. Moreover, at each epoch t, the maximum expected re- 
ward is upper semi-continuous on the state space. In Section 6 a neces- 
sary and sufficient ‘condition is provided for a policy to be optimal. In 
addition, consideraGon isgiven to the matter of the existence of an ad- 
missible optimal policy. In particular, an optimal decision rule is shown 
to eAst at eaci:h epoch t, and, with an added condition, an optimal mea- 
sura>le (and therefore admissible) policy is shown to exist. 
TLcrning to the irlf’inite horizon case in Section 7, consideration is 
ven in Section 8 to the transient case where the expected termination 
lme is bounded. The main result is that there exists a stationary policy 
which is optimzl among the class of measurable policies, and this. same 
result holds for the discounted case. In Section 9 consideration is given 
fficient conditions are provided 
existence of stationary optimal policies. 
e results ia Sections 8 and 9 are based on the consideration of the 
n maximum expected reward. 
ection 7, this limit, when it ex&s, is the fixed pQint of a cer- 
mi-continuous functi.Dns. Various 
iety of work on discrete time 
ckwell [ 1 ‘j on the discounted case, 
uch [ 191 on the negative case, 
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Consider a jump process with stat-e space S, a 
compact Nausdorff space that has a countable base. ct. 3 &?notc the o- 
algebra of Bore1 sets of S. S is metrizable, and a metric can Se chosen 
compatible with J such that S is a Polish space (complete, sqarable, 
metric) in which every closed and bounded set is compact (see, for ex- 
ample, [3, p. 81). Clearly, S is AXI! u-compact. 
Let A, a compact subset of a. Polish space, denote the set of possible 
actions. Consider an upper semi-continuous point-to-set map 
that rs is a non-empty closed subset of A for each s E 5’; that 
((s, a) 1 s E S, a E I’,} of I? is a closed subset of S X A. 
For each s E S, T’S consists or the admissible actions for state s. 
time the process is observed in state s the controller chooses an a 
a E Q. A decision rule f is a Borel-measurable funcfion on 5‘ in to 
that f(s) E I?$ for each s E S. Thus a decision rule indicates an action to 
use for each state. Let F‘ denote the set of all such decision rules. In view 
of a selection theorem due to Dubins and Savage [6:, ch. 2. I61 (see ailso 
[ 133, [ 1 I, Theorem 17.9]), F + Q). We shall assume that .F is a subset of 
a locally convex topological vector space which is metrizible with the 
metric 
dti 8) = ““g Pcm, g(s)), 
SE 
where p is the metric for the Polish spkce containing A, 
Let p denote the usual Bore1 measure on the real line. Following [ 8, 
p. 5581, a function x on [0, =) taking values in the separated locally 
convex topological vector space X is said to be meauwabk if for each 
compact set C C [O, =) and each number e > 0, there exists a compact 
set K C c such that p(C/K) < E and x]K is continuous. A policy r is a 
measurable F-valued function t + R, on [0, =). Let M denote the se 
of all such policies. Clearly, M includes all statimary policies, i.e, a 
constant F-valued functions on [0, 0~). 
olled jump process is specified by a real-valued fu 
rkov kernel &. It is assumed that the following co 
are satisfied : 
(I) h is continuous on S 
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(IV) Fior each (s, a) E S X A, S' + Q(S'ls, a) is a subprobability measure 
on J . 
(V) For each S’ E 3 : (sn, a,) + (s, a) implies Q(S’Is,, anI -+ Q(S’Is, a). 
(VI) For each (8, a) E S X A, Q({s}b, a)= 0. 
(VII) Q(Sts, a) is uniformly continuous in a, i.e., given E > 0 there ex- 
ists 6; > 0 such that p(al -az) < 6 implies sup,,&Q(S~s, ~“?t) - Q(Sls, az)l < E. 
3. Existence of Markov processes 
It is now possible to define a jump process for each stationary policy. 
Let B be the Banach space under the supremum norm of all bounded, 
Borel-measurable, r al-valued functions on S, and consider the linear 
operator JZ+Z~ 4: B -5 B defined for u E B, s E S and f E F by 
d(f) u(s) = -X(s, f(s)) 
[ 
u(s) - &z) QWIs, fls’b) . 
S 1 
According to [ 3, pp. 63-681, for each fE F, dm is the infinitesimal 
generator of a regular step process that has the following intuitive des- 
cription. A process tarting at a point so remains there for an exponent- 
ially distributed holding time T1 with parameter X(s,, f(so)). At the 
epoch T, the process either terminates, with probability 1- Q(Sls0, f(so)), 
or it “jumps” to a new Fosition s1 according to the probability distribu- 
tion Q(+so, f(sO))/Q(Slso, f(s,)). In the latter case, the process remains 
at s1 for a length of time ~~ which is exponentially distributed with 
parameter X(s 1, fisl ‘j), but which is conditionally independent, given sl, 
of (so, K). Then the process terminates or jumps according to Q( c Isl, f(s#, 
and so ,f>n. Note that 11 sQ(+$(u)ll< 2N llvll, so tiv) is a bounded, continu- 
ous operator. 
The purpose of this section is to show that there exists a Markov 
process corresponding to each R E M. This is demonstrated by first 
showing the existence of a unique strongly continuous olution to 
I 
ut = ---mt)Up 
(1) 
uO = u, 0 G 1% G T, 
where u E B and T > 0 are arbitrary and, for each t, d(n,) is the linear 
operate? defined above. This solution defines an evolution operator 
which, irk turn, defines a Markov transition function. Finally, 2 Markov 
process i:s shown to correspond to this transition function. 
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This choice of method is made for two reasons. First, we shall later 
be interested in the solution of (1). Second, we prefer methods which 
are general and depend as little as possible on the fact that we are deal- 
ing specifically with jump processes. 
Lemma 1. d(f) is strongly continuous in J 
Proof. For arbitrary f, g E .F and v E B, 
II aj% ‘“: ag)uSl G 
so 
ll dcf) - &)ll G ll MS, g(s)) - h(s, f(s))ll 
+ jlx(s, AsNj- 1QW h f(s)) - CKW, ;&))I 11 
+ ii M, f(s)) -- Ns, g(s))1 jk!(dzls, g(sp)ll l 
By assumptions (HI) and (VII) it is now clear that dV; g) --) 0 implies 
1) gP(o - d (g)lI + 0, so dw is strongly continuous. 0 
For the next lemma, we shall use the characterization c q. measurabil- 
ity found in [ 8, p. 5741, viz., if X is a metrizable locally convex topologic- 
~11 vector space, then the X-valued function x on [O, =) is measurable if
and only if to each compact set K c [ 0, =) there exists a sequence (x,) 
of simple functions converging almost everywhere on K to x. 
Lemma 2. If r E M and vt : [0, T] -* l3 is measurable, then so is 4!~$(@+. 
Proof. Let (n”} and (un} be two sequences of simple functions converging 
to IT and v, respectively, for all t E [0, T] \ E, where .E is a null set of 
[0, T]. Then 
II sQ(n,)u,- ?A(n;hqll G II dm$)V~ - d(n,)vp + II sq(n,!uy - ~~~~)~~ll 
G II sV(n*,)ll b, - zfll + II d(n,) - .d ($911 II upi 
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so if t E [0, T] \ E, it is apparent by Lemma 1 and the definition of a 
measurable function that 21 gQ(n,)v, - A(n~)u~il + 0 as y1+ 00. Moreover, 
t + d(fl~)$! is a simple function, so t + d(n,)u, is measuralble. CI
It is now appropriate to show that (1) has a unique solution. By a 
solution to (1) is meant a strongly continuous function that is strongly 
differentiable almost everywhere and satisfies (1) almost everywhere. 
The measurable function t + x, is said to be strcvzgZy contiguous (resp.. 
differentiable) ct t = to if x 
that 6- 1 [x,~,+~ 
t(s+6 (resp. there is an element xi0 E B such 
- x,,]) tends strongly to xtO (resp. &) when 6 + 0. 
Theorem 3,. There exists a unique strongly continuous solution to (1) 
for each n E M. 
Proof. This proof is based partly on [ $3; p. 1541. Let R E M be arbitrary. 
Let g : [0, T] X B + B denote the function defined by g(t, u) = - pQ(n,)v. 
Now g is measurable in t by Lemma 2. Moreover, for arbitrary ur, u2 E B, 
tE HA Tl, 
lIg(t, VI) -g(t, ~2111 G II d(gt)ll Ilv, - U*ll G 2N IIU, - uzll 9 
so g satisfies a Lipschitz condition. 
Next, let C denote the Banach space of bounded, strongly continuous 
functions on [0, T] into B, the norm being 
Ilxilc = su. 
=E J-1 
W2dt Ilx, IIP 
and ~1> 1 being a fixed number. IA w : C + C denote the function de- 
fined by 
w’(x) (t) = u + jg(T, x7) dr. 
0 
The integral is in the sense of Bochner; it exists because g(r, x7) is mea- 
surable by Lemma 2 and 
:SU f 
rE[ ,TJ 
llgk x,)ll G 2N e2drT llxllc < 00. 
It is evident hat (1) has a unique solution if and only if w has a unique 
fixed point in C. But w does have a unique fixed point by virtue of the 
contraction fixed-point theorem and the fact that, as verified in [ 8, p. 
1541, w is a contraction. 0 
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Theorem 3 is equally valid if the equation 
u; = - mp$, 
% 
=wB, O<TJ< T, 
is considered rather than (1). Writing its solution in the form U(T, t, u), 
it is apparent (see [4, p. 1351) for arbitrary ul, u2 E B and real numbers 
A,, h2 that 
so one can write 
U(T, t, v) = G(T, t)v, 
where G(T, t) is a linear operator on B into B with G(T, 7) = I’. Moreover, 
one obtains for t, < t, G tg as well as tg < t2 < tl 
G(t,, t3) = G(t,, t3) G(t,, t2), 
so G is a linear propagator or evolution operator. Since T is arbitrary, 
G(t,, t2) is defined for all 8 < tl,t2 < ~4. 
The subject of the next two lemmas is wh&her G can be used to de- 
fine a sub-Markov transition function The function P(T, t, s, S’) defined 
forO<7<tC *, s E S, S’ E J, is calleid a filarkov transition function 
provided 
J 
(i) S’ -+ P(T, t, s, 27’) isja probability measure on 3 for each T, f and s; 
(ii) s + P(T, t, s, S’) is ‘measurable for each T, t a.nd S’ ; 
(iii) if 0 < t, < t, < t3, then the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation 
IV,, tg, s, 5”) = SP(tl, t2, s, dv) fYf2.n t,, Y, St) 
is satisfied for all s and S’. 
If condition (i) is weakened so that P(T, t, s, S) < 11, then P is called a 
sub-Markov transition fmc tion. 
The function P defined by 
J u(z) p(t, 7, l 3 dz) = G(T, t)u, v E B, t < T, (21 
S 
clearly satisfies properties (ii) and (iii). The following two lemmas will 
verify property (i). It should be remarked that, writing ut = J%(Z) P( t, T, 0, dz), 
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is the “first Kolmogorov equation”. With stronger assumptions on OQ (n,), 
this equation becomes identical to [9, eq. (16), p. 3 151. 
Lemma 1. [f n E M is piecewise constavtt, then the corresponding evoZu- 
tion opera&jr defines by (2) a sub4larkav transition function. 
Proof. In view of the earlier remarks, it suffices to verify that P satisfies 
property (i:51., Let [bl, t2] be an interval on which rt = f E F. Then, as in 
[ 3, pp. 63-683, SQV) is the infinitesimal generator f a regular step 
process, in which case P(rl, r2, s, S’) is a sub-Markov transition function 
for all t, G q < r2 G t2. Finally, the same must be true for arbitrary 
71 < 72 < 00 by virtue of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. 0 
Lemma 5. IjFn E M, then the corresponding evolution operator defines 
by (2) a s&Markov transition fumtion. 
Proof. Let tl C t2, S’ and n E M be arbitrary. Lusin’s theorem holds for 
measurable functions (see [8, p. 574]), so there exists a sequence (ff } 
of piecewise constant policies in M that converges almost uniformly on 
[t;, tz] to n. Im view of the earlier remarks and Lemma 4, it suffices to 
show that 
IIP(t,, t2, l ; 0 - JYt,, t2, l , S')II + 0 as n + -, 
where P and P correspon’d respectively to7t and @. 
Defining 
y’: = PO,, f, l , S’) - P(fp t, l , S’), 
it is apparent th;zt yy satisfies 
t1 
For arbitrary E > 0 and all large enough n, the convergence properties of 
{IP} together with Lemma 1 imply 
sup llryll G e(t2 
tpGta3, 
- $1 sup IlJp l 
tf6 t6 t2 
S&e e is arbitrary, this implies Ilyy2 11 + 0 as n + -, in which case the 
, lemma follows. CI 
t is now known that corresponding to each 3t E there exists a sub- 
arkov transition fulrztion. 
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sition function P can be converted to a Markov transition function P by 
adding to S a point A which is an isolated point if S is corn 
otherwise, a point at infinity. Hence H becomes a Markov transition func- 
tion by setting &a, t, s, A) = 1 - P(r, t, s, S). Moreover, Sa = S u (A) 
a o-compact Hausdorff space, so by [3, p. 161 there exists a Markov 
process on Sa with Markov transition function p. The main points of 
this section are summarized in the following. 
is 
Theorem 6. For each w E M there exists a Markov process whose sub- 
Markov transitiotz function defines (by (2)) an evolution operator whose 
infinitesimal geilerator (in the sense of (I)) is d(w,), 
4. The finite horizon expected reward 
The purpose of this section is to define the expected reward that corm 
responds to each r E M. The process generates are,ward accordi.ng to its 
sample path st and the policy that is used. Let r be a bounded, upper 
semi-r,ontinuous real-valued function on S X A which is uniformly con- 
tinuous in a, in the sense that, given e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
p(a 1 - a*) C 6 implies supsEs I&, a 1 ) - r(s, a$\ < e. 
The value r(s, a) is the reward rate earned for being in state s while 
choosing action a. For f E F, denote r(j) = I+, f(& )).- As with X, if z E M, 
then r(n,) : [0, 00) + B is strongly measurable. 
Let n E M be arbitrary and denote 
T 
% = G(T, T- t)v + $ G(T, T- t) r(a,) dq 0 < t G T. (3) 
T-t 
Differentiating (3) with respect o t one obtains 
T 
I 
vt = -G’(T, T-t)lv+ G(T-t, T-t)r(n, ? t ) - s G’(T, T-t) r(Q dr 
T-t 
T 
= + pQ(nT_ t) G(T, T-t)U + r(n, _ t) + s &(nT_ t ) G(T, T--t) r(n,) dr 
T-t 
= d(nT_ t)Vt -’ r(nT_ I)’ 
Thus u, is a solution of 
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Equation (4) has a unique solution, because if Xt and Yt are two solu- 
tions, thaw wt = Xt -y, satisfies 
w; = M$_t)wt, 
WC)= 0. 
But Theorem 3 implies YLv, = 0. 
Ey (2), ut can be revzritten as 
T 
v,(s) = J JF(T-4, 7, s, dz) r(z, ~~(2)) dr + JP(T-t, T, s, dz) v(z) 
T-i: S s 
T 
= F s r(s,, r&)) dr + JP(T-t, T, s, dz) v(z), 
T-t S 
so U&S) will be interpreted as the expected future reward of the process 
given the process tarts at state s at time T-t. This reward includes the 
terminal reward u(z) at time T when ST = z. These facts are summarized 
in the following. 
Theorem 7. For n f M, the expected future reward up to ho&on T is 
given by the unique soWion of equation (4). 
5. The firrfk !&zon problem: the maximum expected reward 
Let the horizon T lbe fixed, and suppose that u,(n) denotes the expec- 
ted reward corresponding to r E M. The finite horizon problem is to 
choose 8 E M so as to maximize UT(A). Lt is necessary to define the 
maximum expected reward 
A policy n E M is said to be optimal if UT(n) = 8T. The purpose of this 
section is to show that CT is the unique solution of a certain differential 
equation. Let B’ c B cllenote the set of all upper semi-continuous func- 
tions in B. Throughout the remainder of this papel,* assume the terminal 
reward c f B’. It turns out that Ct f B’ for all t E [O, T]. The following 
1em:ma will imply the existence of an optimal decision rule f E F at each 
epoch t. 
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Lemma 8. Let u E .B’ be arbitrary. There exists some f E F such that 
( dy)v + r(j))(s) = max \ -X(s, a) 
aE l?s \ 
v(s) -sv(z) Q(dzls, a) 
1 I 
+ r(s, a) 1 
for each s E S. 
Proof. Recall that X(s, aj G N < = on S X A. The lemma is true if and 
only if there exists some f~ F such that 
(NV + &qv + r(j))(s) = max [N---h@, a)] v(s) +Ju(z) Q(dzls, a) + r(s, a) . 
aE rs 1 I 
But [N-X(s,a)] v(s) is upper semi-sontinuous on S X A, and (v(z) Q(dzIs, a) 
is continuous by assumption (V) in Section 2, so such an f exists by [ 11, 
Theorem 17.91. 0 
It should be remarked that in view of Lemma 8 one can write 
U(S) - ri!(t j Q(dzls, a) + r(s, a) a. 1 I 
Lemma 9. Let y2 : B’ + B denote the function g(v) = maxf EF { dj)u + r(j)}. 
Then q is Lipschitz. 
Proof. Let vl, v2 E B’ be arbitrary. Let fi, f2 E F be such that 
Cp(Vi) = ~U;:)V, + t$&), i ‘= i9 2. 
Suppose S’ E J is such that g(vl)(s) G q(v2)(s) if and only ifs E S’. Then 
IW,) - cp(U~)ll = 
= maxbup MV2)(s) -&VI J(s)1 9 SUP 
SES’ sES\S’ 
[I - (P(v~)(s))) 
< max(su 
!i SE ’ 
( Hv2)v2 + rCf2) - &cfi)u1- r&))(s), 
SUP 
sES\S’ 
( dC.fl Iv1 + Ml_ 1 - - 9Wl Iv2 - rCfl DW 
= maxhp ( .pQfY2)(u, - q MS), sup (dU; )(v, - u2Ms)l 
SES’ 
I SESW 
g sup II d(#ll llvl- V~;ll = 2N II?.+ - u,ll, 
f@ 
and the proof is completed. 0 
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Tlbeorem 10. There exists a unique solution ut with a strongly continu- 
cjrus derivative to 
u()=uE,B’, 0% t< T. 
Moreover, ut E 43’ for each 0 < t < 7”. 
Proof. Pliska [ 171 showed that there exists a unique semigroup on the 
space B’ whose infinitesimal generator is the operator ye of Lemma 9. 
According to [ 51) p Lipschitz is a sufficient condition for this semi- 
group to define a unique solution to (5) in the space B’. Cl 
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that the solution 
of (5) is the maximum expected reward $ 
FLemma 11. If C$ solves (5) and ut iv the expected reward corresponding 
to R E M, then Et 2 ut. 
Proof. Denote wt = UUt-ut so that wt satisfies 
w; = A+_. $wt + SW,__ $9 
where 
Notice that F(n T-t) 2 0, so Wt is the expected reward corresponding to 
n E M, reward rate r”, and zero terminal reward, in which case 
wt =q-ut 2 0. n 
It should be remarked that the type of proof for Lemma 11 is a basic 
one; see, for example, [ 14, p. 1641 for the same reasoning applied to 
controlled ‘diffusions. 
Th~lpe:r~ 12. The maximum expected reward is equal to the solution to 
(9 . 
roof. In view of Lemma 11, it suffices to provide a sequence (ff) of 
po3cies with 7~” E M such that, if (q} is the corresponding sequence of 
expected rewaids and C” is the solution of (S), then, for each t, 
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Il$ - i7Jl -+ 0 as yt + 00. This will be accomplished by considering eq. (6) 
and by constructing, for arbitrary E >* 0, a piecewise constant n E A4 w*ith 
the property that ilF’(s,)ll < e for all 0 < t < 7’. 
To construct 7p, suppose f’ E F is such that 
sQ(f’)C;, + r(f’) = max { 94$aijT + r(j)). 
fEF 
Temporarily set ft = fl for t 2 0. Now Qr,) is strongly continuous, and 
F(Q) = 0, so there exists some S, > 0 such that Il~(s,)ll < E for all 
O<tGS1.IfS1<T,thenresetrt = f2 for all t 2 6,) where f2 is such 
that 
af2Fr 6 - 1 + r(f2) = max {I dcf)CT+ + r(j)}. 
fEF 
1 
Thus F(Q) = 0 and there exists some S, > 0 such that Ilr(a,)ll < c for 
all S, G t G 6, + 6,. This process is repeated until either, for some 12, 
~~-, 6i 2 T or ~~~ Ei G T. 
it will now be shown that the latter situation can be avoided. Suppose 
t, = 2,“,,6, < T and f” is such that 
1. 
WV, t - 1 + rcf”) = max ( .4(j)CT_ tl + ~0). 
feF 
Then there exists some ifi > 0 such that by re-setting R, = f” on 
[t, - 6, tJ one has it piecewise constant and IlF(n,)ll < E on all of [O, fl]. 
The earlier construction is then resumed at tl. 
Therefore, the solution wt to eq. (&) corresponding to the construc- 
ted r E M will be the expected reward corresponding to w E M, reward 
rate F(R$, and zero terminal reward. ‘Thusllw,li G et, so I&--- u,ll G et, 
and the proof can be completed in an obvious manner. Q 
6. The finite horizon problem: optimal policies 
This section provides a necessary and sufficient conditiouY1 for a policy 
E M to be optimal and discusses the existence of optimal policies. 7r 
Theorem 13. Let 0, denote the maximum expected reward for 0 G RF< r 
A policy II E M is optimal ij. and csnly if 
almost everywhere on [0, I’]. This same result holds if nUt in (7) is re- 
placed by t+(r). 
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Proof. First, assume (7) is true. Then 0; = s@& & + r(n, I) almost 
everywhere by (5) so fit satisfies (4). But (4) ha6 unique solution u&n), 
so Ot = D&R) and 7l is optimal. Conversely, if ?r is optimal, then 0; = u&n), 
and (7) follows from (4) and (5). The last assertion follows with the 
same kind of reasoning. R 
We shall conclude this se&ion an%! the discussion of the finite horizon 
decision problem with a condition that is sufficient for the existence of 
adn optimal policy. It should be ret;narked that this condition, stateid in 
rather general terms, will, in turE, be satisfied under a variety of rnol-ts 
specific conditions which we &all leave for the rs3Jer to identify. 
Theorem 14. Suppose the function 
b(s, a, t) s -X(s, a) 
[ 
O,(s) --[O&Z) $(tW Q) + r(s, Q) 1 
is maximized by a unique a E rS for each t E [Cl, T] and each s E S. Then 
there exists wme optimal policy vr f M. 
Proof. Consider the map K : S X [0, T] + 2A defined by 
K(s, t) = ia E rS: bfs, a# t) = max b(s, a, t)) . 
aE pS 
Now h?O, + b(s, a, t) is uppfer semi-continuous on S X A X [0, r], so K is a 
closed map. By hypothesiri;, K(s, P) is a singleton for each s and t, so K is 
also 8 continuous A-valued function on S X [0, r]. Setting n, = K( 0, t), 
we have n E M by [ 10, p. ‘731. Final’ly, R is optimal, because it satisfies 
(73. a 
4’. The infinite horizon problem: preliminaries 
For the remainder of the Ir)aper we shall confine our attentions to the 
problem where the plannin&orizon T = 00. We shall examine the transient 
and discounted cases in the next section and this positive and negative 
cases in Sleetion 9. The mai:n tool for the analysis of all these cases is the 
limiting properties of the maximum expected reward, i.e., lim,,, cze The 
purpose of this section is primarily to study this limit. 
Consider the map u : B -1’ B’ defined for u E 
u(u)(s) = max J’ u(z) i( dzls, a) + r(s, a)/X(s, a) l 
aEF$ ( I 
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The first term in the argument on the right is continuous on S X A, and 
the second term is upper semi-continuous; o, indeed, by [ E 1, Theorem 
17.91 s u(u) E l3’ for each 11 E B, and therL: exists some f~ F ssuch that 
u(uW = [ u(d QWls, f(s)) + Hs, ,fWYMs, f(s)) . 
for each s E S. It is therefore convenient o write 
where Q(dzlfr =, Q(d&, f(e)), rCf) = r(*, f(a)) and xcf) s X(*,fl+). 
Notice that u has an important interpretation. Suppose that the sta- 
tionary policy n = f E F is used and that when the process first jumps 
(according to Q) to state z then the terminal reward u(z) is received. 
Then r(/)/xCfr represents the expected reward for being in the initial 
state, and (V(Z) Q(dzlj) represents the expected terminal reward. Thus 
u can be regarded as the optimal return operator for an equivalent dis- 
crete time Markov decision theory problem. Moreover, each decision 
rule for the discrete time problem corresponds to a stationary policy 
for the controlled jump process problem, and vice versa. Hence, if one 
confines one’s attentions to stationary policies, then the jump process 
problem can be solved by reference to an equivalent discrete time 
dynamic prowxmming problem. A main result of this paper will be 
that, indeed, in a number of infinite horizon cases a stationary policy 
is optimal :zrong the !class of strongly measurable policies, 
Use wilt now be made of the fact that B is a lattice endowed with 
the natlr;rrll partial order, that is, u1 < u2 if and only if u&) G u2(s) 
for eat% s E S. It is straightforward to verify the fact that any major- 
ized, lg*&creasing (minorized, decreasing) sequence (u,} of elements in 
B has a supremum (infimum) u in B; this is denoted by writing 
u, ; u (un 4 u). The operator u will be used in several ways, including 
thr), following. 
‘Lemma 15. The element u E B sarisfies u(u) < u (respectively u(u) > u, 
U(u) = u) (if and Or@ if maxfEF (sFIY)u + r(f)} < 0 (respectively 2 0, = 0). 
Proof. It suffices to tobserve that the following statements are evidently 
equivalent : 
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(ih) U(U) 4 V (resp. 3 U, = U), 
(b) rmcf,p i-0 7 + j%(z) &(dzlfj + r@)/>.(f)} G 0 (resp. 3 0, = 0), 
(c) maxfEF {a.(j)- B I--hff)[b - Ju(z) Q(dzl_,?)] + ru>]} G 0 (resp. 3 0, :=O), 
(d) maxfEF { sQ(& + ru)) < 0 gresp. 2 0, = 0). El . 
It should be remarked that since, as the reader can verify, u is mono- 
tone increa.sing (i.e., u1 G u2 im.plies u(q) G u(L2)), if u E B satisfies one 
of the inequalities in Lemma k 5, then u(u) E I!’ does too. We now come 
to the mail1 result of this section. 
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 15, alli. of thk theorem follows from [ 171, 
with the excqtion of the! asser’;ic,:n that the limits _u* and D* are fixed 
goints of u. In other words, it rexijain:; to show that gt t _u* E B implies 
g* = a(@@) (“dve l a ye the clase wit;h D* to the reader). 
We argue by contradictiol;l. %uppccse u* # u(Q*), thcpt is, by Lemma 15, 
there exists some JF E S anid some ,:.r/vnb& hi # 0 such that 
This implies, for any number c >> 0, that there exists some number 7 
:ruch that t 2 T implies 
because, as the readf:r can vc;rifY, gt t gQ implies 
max { SQ “fig, + riC/)j +max(dV)-u*+rm} 
fEF - f- 
pcintwise. By (S, u:e hay: IQ;(S)- 61 G e for all t 2 T. But this is im- 
possibllz; because g* is bounded. 0 
‘c3. The infinite horizon prutblem: transient and dissented cases 
‘Let fm, a real-valued function on S, dencjte the (possibly infinite) 
‘expected termintition time of c.he jump process corresponding to the 
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stationary policy R= f E F given the initial state s. Define the maximum 
e.xpectzd termination time 
An infinite horizon controlled jump process decision problem is said to 
bf; the transient case if 5 E B. 
Let Qnm denote the n-fold convolution of the kernel Q(,o, so that, 
for example, 
It is well known that 5cf) E B if and only if there exists a solution u E B 
to 
o= sQv)u+l 
in which case 
(see, for example, [7, p,, 261). The following theorem provides several 
characterizations of the transient case. 
Theorem 17. The foUowing are equivalent: 
(i) r E B’. 
(ii) { E B. 
(iii) There exists a solution v f B to 
0 = max (sQcf)u + 1). 
fEF 
(iv) u has a fixed point u E B with r( l ) z 1. 
Moreover, if { E B, then 
f = sup x Q”cR X-‘u, 
is the unique so2ution of (B), fw = 5 for some ,f E 17, and 5 is the unique 
fixed point of u with r(a) = 1. 
roof. Trivially (i) * (ii). To show (ii) =5 (i) and (ii) * (iv), consider the 
operator tc with, throughout his proof, r(e) = 1. Set y. = 0 and define 
recursively , + 1 = t&y,). Clearly y. G y1 G y2 G . . . . Our first objective 
is to show {y,} is bounded above by f” 
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Suppose not, that is, therz exist y2 and SE S such that y,(g) > f(g). By 
[ 11, Theorem 17.911, we can let some f~ F be such that 
Yn =x-lCfl + QtflYn_l* 
Setting zO = ynl _1 anlb defining recursively Zn+l = X’l m + Q(j) z,, ir is 
apparent hat 
00 
But this is contradicted by z,&$) > S(X) l;‘or all n >, 1, so we must have 
Hence yn ? y G c for some y E B. Also, Y,+~ = ucV,> ? y. But yn t y 
implies u(ynj t tie) (as the reader can verify), so y = u(y), y cz B’ is a 
fixed point of U, and (ii) =$ (iv). 
For arbitrary f~ F we have 
so letting N+ - we obtain 
YZ E Qn(f)x-‘i,y). 
n=O 
It fokws that y 2 f, in which case y = f. Hence (ii) * (i), and, by [ 11, 
Theorem 17.91, c = f(j) for some f~ F. To show (iv) * (ii), we repeat 
this argument with u in place of y to obtain s G u. 
By Lemma 15 we have (iii) * (iv). It remains to show that any 
u E B of (iii) and (iv) is unique. By Lemma 15 again, it suffices to show 
that any fixed point of u is unique. Suppose y and z are two fixed 
points of u. Let fbe such that y = X-l(j) f Qcf)y. Then 
00 
~=u(z)~h-l(f)+Q(f)z>...> c Qn(f)7r'u>=y. & 
n=O 
Reversing the rofes of y and z we obtain y 3 LC’. Hence y = z, and this 
proof it; completed. •l 
In order to apply the results of the previous ection to the transient 
ease it is necessary to demonstrate the existence of’ the two points B 
and D of Theorem 16, This is the purpose of the next two lemmas. 
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Lemma 18. In the transient case there exists a nonnegative is E B’ such 
that U(B) < D. 
Proof. The function r is bounded, so let i” be such that llrll 61; F G 00. Ob- 
serve that 
fEF I” J 
implies 
Thus D = of E B’ satisfies 
Lemma 19. In the transient case there exists a nonpositive 9 E B’ such 
that U(Q) 3 ,v. 
Proof. Just as r satisfies 
s = max 
fEF 
S SW QWf) +‘I /XCn 
I 
3 
so does frnin E inff EF fm satisfy 
Hence 
- 3 min = fmEat s -S&z) QWIf) - IIXYB I 
E B’, 
in which case 
,v= -F cti = max Ir f OF E M-P S,h(z) Q(dzIn - F/xv) I 
G max s (dzlf) + rCR/XCn = U(U). 
fEF I 
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It is now appropriate to define the infinite horizon decision problem 
for the transient case. For arbitrary n E M, let P be the corresponding 
Markov transition function. The expected total reward coricsponding 
to fl is 
V(n) = jjP(0, t, 0, dz) r(z, n,(z)) dt. 
0 
The decision problem is to determine the maximum expected total 
reward 
v= sup V(a) 
n&U 
as well as an optimal policy, that is, a policy n E 1M such that V(n) = V. 
Let u#r) denote the finite horizon expected reward corresponding 
to g E M with time 7 remaining until the planning horizon. If P is the 
corresponding Markov transition function, then in the transient case 
for each u E B, so U,(R) + V(n) as 7 + 00 independent of the terminal 
reward. 
Theorem 20. In the transierzt case there exists a stationary policy which 
is optimal among the class of measurable policies. Moreover, the maximum 
expected total reward V is the unique fixed point of u. 
Proof. Consider the solution u, of (5) with uo as in Lemma 18. By Lemma 
19 and Theorem 16, ut + D* as t + 00, where D* is a fixed point of u. 
Since ut is the finite horizon m&ximum expected reward, and by the 
rf2marks preceding this theorem, D* 3 V’(n) for all 71 E M. 
Now u(D*) F- B* implies rnaxfEF { d(f)@* + r(f)} = 0 which implies 
A (/)D* + rm = 0 for some fE F which implies (by [ 7, p. 261) that 
D* = l+(f), where R is the potential operator corresponding to A(j). 
In other words, U* is the expected reward corresponding to the station- 
ary policy n = f e F, in which case it follows that D* = V. 
Finally, to show uniqueness, suppose that u has two fixed points u1 
and u2 with corresponding decision rules f and g. Then w 5 uy - u2 is 
the unique solution of 
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where 
= s7f(nu2 + r(f) - max( sQ(g)uZ + p(g)} G 0. 
gEF 
Thus w is the expected total reward corresponding to the policy v = f 
and reward rate Fm < 0, so w < 0. Reversing the roles of u1 and u2 one 
concludes that w > 0, that is, u1 = u2. 0 
It should be remarked that, since a stationary* policy is optimal, it 
would suffice to solve a jump process decision problem in the transient 
case by consideration of the equivalent discrete time decision problem, 
which is mentioned in the precedin.g section. 
It is important to remark that in the course of this section we have 
indicated how to generalize Veinott’s [20] results on the transient case 
for discrete timeJX$e state and action decision problems to the tran.si- 
ent case for discrete time, general state and action decisioir problems. 
His criterion is equivalent o (ii) of Theorem 17 whenever h is bounded 
away from 0. If we set our r(a) = 1 and our X-l equal to the one period 
reward, then the fixed point of u equals the maximum expected reward 
over al.11 stationary poli.cies. Using Lemmas 18 and 19 and a lattice fixed 
point theorem in [ $1 one can show that the method of successive ap- 
proximations works. Finally, by using suitable inequalities one can show 
that the fixed point of u equals the maximum expected reward over all 
nonstationary policies. 
We conclude this section by briefly mentioning the discounted case! 
where #he future rewards are discounted according to the factor emort, 
for some numbler or > 0. It is well known that the expected iscounteci 
reward corresplonding to a Markov process equals the expected reward i 
corre@onding to a second Markov process whose expected termination 
I time is:] bounded by cy A. Hence our problem of optimally controlling a 
jump lrocess with discounted rewards and an infinite planning horizon 




D The infinite horizon ositive and negative cases 
The- purpose of this section is to consider two undiscounted cases 
where the expected termination time corresponding to a stationary 
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policy is not necessarily bounded. In the positive case there exists some 
f~ F such that rU, 3 0. In the negative case, r(/) G 0 for every fE 8’. 
The operator u can be used to specify several equivalfent definitions 
of the positive and negative cases. Denote 
b“ -L :Y E B I u 3 O}, B- ={uEBIu~O}. 
Since u is monotone increasing, one has the positive case if and only if 
u(O) 3 0 if and only if u(B+) C B+. One has t e negative case if and only 
if ~(0) G 0 if and only if u(B-) C BY Therefore, as an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem 16, one has the following. 
IAXNNW 21 o Let v, denote the solution of eq. 5) with u0 = 0. In the posi- 
tive (negative) case, suppose there exists some D E B’ with U(D) G D 
@ E B-- with u(_v) 2 v). Then vt 9 v* (ut $ v*) as t + 80, where u* is the 
!east (g&test) fixedpoint of u in B+ (B-). 
The maximum expected total reward and an optimal policy for both 
the positive and negative cases are defined as with the transient case. The 
results for th(t: negative case of_controlled jump processes are similar to 
those for discrete time dynamic programming. 
TZleorem 22. In the ncgativc case, if there exists some v E B- with u(v) 3 u, 
then there exists a stationary policy “;; = f E F maximizing V(e) over M, 
and V(a) = V, the greatest fixed point of u in B’. Moreover, for any 
stationary policy r = f e F, V(n) = V if and only if 
Proof. Let ut be the sr4ution of eq. (5) with u. = 0. By Lemma 2 1, 
ut + u*, the greatest fixed point of u in B-. Since ut is the finite horizon 
maximum expected reward, one concludes that u* 2 V(n) for all n E M. 
Since u(u*) = u*, ,there xists some f E F such that 
u* = r(j) X-‘(j) + Q(f) u*. 
In this case 
N N 
= c @(f’) r(l) ldj? + eN”lu> v* < x Qn(f)rv) X-‘y), 
n=O n=O 
eration of the corresponding dis- 
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Crete time process, one concludes u* G v(n) for the stationary policy 
IC = J’, in which case u* = v(n) = ‘v = u( n. 
On the other hand, suppose Ir/ f: l+) for some stationary policy 
n =f~ F. Now V(n) satisfies u = r(fl A-‘(j) + Q(j) u, so V does too, and 
the proof is completed. 0 
In the positive case it is not possible to assert hat a stationary policy 
is optimal among all policies r E M. However, the following is true. 
Theorem 23. In the positive case, if there exists some u E 43’ with u(u) < u, 
then the maximum expected total reward V is the least fixed point of u 
in B”. In addition, if the stationary policy f E F is optimal for the cor- 
responding discrete time decision problem, then T = f E M is optimal 
for the jump process decision problem. 
Proof. With an argument similar to that for the previous theorem, 
V(R) G u* for all n E M, where u* is the least fixed point of u in B+. 
Moreover, with an argument similar to that for Theorem 12, there 
exists a sequence {n”) of policies in M such that V(n”) + u* as n + 00. 
Consequently, u* = V, the maximum exlpected total reward. 
For the second assertion, suppose f E F is an optimal stationary policy 
for the corresponding discrete time decision problem. Then 
x;=, Q”u, rV) h-‘y) is a fixed point of u (see, e.g.,-[ 11, p. 1241). Bat 
with the stationary policy n = f one has 
V(n) = 5 @u> r(f) A-‘cf), 
n=O 
so u(V(@) = V(n) = V and R is optimal. 
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